
AN OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF ARTS IN KOREA AND INFLUENCE

FROM THE CHINESE ARTS

The influence of Chinese Han Dynasty art ( BCE - CE) became Korean art during recorded history dates from 57 BCE,
the start of the Three Kingdoms visual art during Three Kingdoms Period, was the introduction of Buddhism into.

The wealth of craftsmanship underlying their elegant reticence was satisfying to the Confucian mind. Painted
pieces derived from Chinese painted pottery were found in northern Korea, while wares devoid of surface
decoration were used in other areas of the peninsula. Its founder, the living Buddha, dwelt on the border of
Nepal shortly before Confucius. This was detrimental to the progress of Chinese civilization, at the moment
when the Europeans were becoming important in Asia. In addition, earthenware roof and floor tiles decorated
with lotus flowers and other floral patterns were commissioned for Buddhist temples and palaces. After Kim
Il-sung's death in , directives on painting were relaxed and sometimes completely abolished under Kim
Jong-il. Kunqu , the oldest extant form of Chinese opera developed during the Song Dynasty in Kunshan ,
near present-day Shanghai. Other architectural developments included the widespread use of granite.
However, all this changed when China fell to the Manchu Qing Dynasty in  In the Zhou Dynasty â€” bce , due
to the using of higher hardness engraving tools, jades were carved more delicately and began to be used as a
pendant or ornament in clothing. Korean granite pagodas, for instance, stand in sharp contrast to the wooden
pagodas of Japan and the brick pagodas of China. China never opened her frontiers so widely to foreign trade
and to foreign ideas as during the Tang period, when the merchant navy was flourishing and when Chinese
armies penetrated into western Turkestan. The influence of Chinese culture continued to be significant and
both Confucianism and Buddhism remained an important part of the Silla education system. Its most famous
theoreticians were Laozi Lao-tzu , an enigmatic author expressing himself in paradoxical sayings, and
Zhuangzi Chuang-tzu about BCE who wrote in parables pervaded with a subtle irony and showing a deep
insight into man's motivations. At various times, Cambodia culture also absorbed elements from Javanese ,
Chinese , Lao , and Thai cultures. The earliest mural paintings , for instance, portrayed benevolent emperors,
wise ministers, loyal generals, as well as their evil opposites, as an example and a warning to observers. The
Saatchi Gallery describes Wang Guangyi as a mixed media artist who adopts the Cold War language of the s
to explore the contemporary polemics of globalisation. The Silla Kingdom tombs were mostly inaccessible
and so many examples of Korean art come from this kingdom. The beautiful Peach Blossom Land itself is
seen in the right of the painting, enclosed by a ring of jagged peaks. Many of the figures were coated in a lead
glaze; others were painted. Beginning in the s, abstraction was of particular interest. Decorated with fine
sanggam inlay, the British Museum example features an openwork pattern based on connecting chains. During
its late phase, Joseon society adhered less rigidly to the austere Confucian virtues of the early period, and
enjoyed greater prosperity. Their most memorable artistic contribution to the arts of the Six Dynasties Period
was the official adoption of Buddhism, a religion born in India, which had been infiltrating China for some
time. See also: Traditional Chinese Art: Characteristics. It should be remembered that Buddhist art in Korea,
as with religious art in many ancient societies, was more than purely aesthetic display. One was led by the
fifteenth century court artist An Kyon. This went with a renewed interest in the earlier traditions of China, the
writings of the classical authors and a strong antiquarian bias, leading to the copying of Shang and Zhou
bronzes. General View of Mt.


